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In space and time it’s Cincinnati and it's the middle of July, and everything 
including me is very warm and damp. This is not unexpected to anyone familiar with 
the area and the time. Fortunately, some very decent weather held court during 
Midwestcon last month, which was a joyous surprise because once again the convention 
was held at the Norwood Quality Inn with its outdoor socializing area. And that 
went far toward making it one of the better Midwestcons I’ve attended (the 13^]. 
The other factors were as usual, including the number of people there who I wanted 
to talk with, and the number of those I actually managed to get together with. Did 
well on those scores. And it was great seeing so many of you again.

The second week of next month, right after this FLAP mailing, I'm flying out to 
visit my son and his family in Bennington, Vermont. The airline price wars got to 
the point where I couldn't afford to drive. Broke my heart having to trade four 
days on the road for four hours in the air. Now I get two additional days in 
Vermont, and also two days at home to get acclimated before having to go back to 
work. Hard to take.

There is one disappointment about flying, though. I won't get to spend time 
with fans Alice and Frank Morigi in Syracuse, which would definitely have happened 
had the great metal birds not lowered their rates. Now, that I'll miss. Alice, you 
guys raise a toast toward the ceiling about B:30 pm on Friday the and I’ll 
see what I can do about getting the pilot to tip a wing.

In October will come Octocon, with the good news that David and Marcia Hulan 
plan to attend. This will be their second Octocon, and we had a good old romp the 
first time around. We’ll have to have a FLAP party. This time I get to set the 
time for it to start...

Our cat Scamper, or Scamp as we wound up calling her, began getting yancy around 
visiting dignitaries of the fannish persuasion. When company left, she'd settle 
down. Should have done the deed then, but I turned soft-hearted (hard to believe, I 
know) and didn't. Then I got awoken at 3:00 in the morning by Jackie hollering at 
me from the living room. The cat was attacking her whenever she moved. When I 
showed, it simmered down. Went back to bed. Oeja vu. Grabbed the cat, stuffed it 
in the cat carrier, threw on my pants and a shirt, and took it to the local 24-hour 
vet. The city of Silverton frowns on discharging firearms at animals in the middle 
of the night or I might have gotten away cheaper, if I had owned a gun. And, no, 
we're not planning to get another pet. Amazing the things we can do now that we 
don't have to take a cat into consideration. "We can put that collated stack of 
pages over by the coffee table until after the deadline tomorrow,” and "Go ahead, 
let the handset cord hang from the shelf; neither of us will chew through it while 
the other isn't looking," and "Hey, I can set these pills out on the table while I'm 
thinking about it, and I bet they'll still be right there in the morning when I need 
to take them!" and stuff like that. Having A Cat (or vice-versa) was nice, but now 
we'll enjoy No Cat for a while.

One-Sheet Wonder [FLAP #76 00J
Welcome back, Jackie Causgrove.

Roy Tackett



Watched a bit on SO MINUTES on haw wo arc three times more likely than the 
French to have heart attacks, and yet they’re the ones who reallyrealiyreally eat 
all the stuFF that’s bad For your* heart. The working theory is that wc chink too 
much milk (cheese is okay, milk is no good) and they put away at least two glasses 
oF wine with their meals (wine apparently will analog the arteries with a 15% 
□FFioiency). Made me think oF that special I watched a couple oF decodes back about 
a brunch oF ths Fiussian Steppe People. Some oF them were 140/150 years old and 
lovod to dance and kick up their heels. They smoked long, black el-ropo cigar's and 
drank copiously From their vodka battles.

Arthur' Hlavaty
Amusing. Concerning the interim between now and the election we can be assured 

that gamesmanship will be all over the place, and iF George can whip something up 
internationally it almost certainly would help him and lie almost certainly would be 
staring temptation in the Face. I'm having a vary hard time coming up with a 
motivation to vote. I need someone to vote For (and there isn't anyone among the 
three ‘who are really in the running), or I need someone to vote against (which is a 
problem: I’m against all three oF them). Shall I throw away my vote on someone who 
isn’t running, or write in the name oF someone who either wouldn't take the joe or 
couldn't possibly get enough votes to win it? Is that really better than not 
voting, or is it worse because oF adding Futility to an already sad eauation? At 
the moment my tendency is to believe it’s bettor For me to stay home and watch Flies

□con GTcanncll
All right, co why did you go to Salt Lake City? Just to see iF you could still 

Float there?
I’vo had enormous-mileage all-day just-keep-rolling auto trips like that, but I 

wouldn’t do them at this late date. Sack the last time I said "never again," and I 
was a whole bunch younger at the time. Matter transmitters. I think matter 
transmitters would be tine answer.

Lynn Hickman
I already have an anti-talk shield, and it works more eFFectively as I get 

older. I call it Progressiva Hearing Degeneration. I use an inFrared wireless 
stores headset to listen to television, For example, as opposed to cranking up tee 
television volume until it blows Jackie out oF the living room. I am absolutely 
incapable oF understanding speech iF more than one person is talking to me, or iF 
the tv is on and someone is talking to me. The noises blurgs together. The headset 
is a real coon: it wires me directly into what I want to hear, docs so in stereo, 
and screens out other sounds, plus I can move aoout and still hear a broadcast so 
long as I stay within lins-oF-sight oF ths base unit. Now all I need is a remote 
control unit For people, so For examule I can mute Bob and Carol and Ted while Alice 
is talking.

ReFresh my memory about Dogshit Blues. You want it on VH3 or on audiotape? I 
con duo it For you either way.

Jackie and I did serious damage to tea raw bar at Dockside VI, three days 
running. Two days I set in tee restaurant and worked it For appetizers. One day I 
sot in tea raw bar itselF and shovelled it in. You’re right: hslF oF tea oysters 
didn’t work. Probably the ones with tee sand inside.

Sae you at Octocon. Remember, lunch is on mo this time.

Eric Lindsay
For some reason I missec! getting in on tea discussion oF Fanzines I really miss.



Cagle’s KWALHIDQUA, Canfield’s WASTE PAPER, David Hulan's LOKI, Jackie’s DILEMMA and 
RESOLUTION, Gorman’s CILN, Lon Atkins’ MEL, Doan’s GRUE, the Coulson’s YANDRO, 
Bergeron’s WARHDON. Probably the zine I miss the most is the one I coedited with Ed 
Cagle: SHAMBLES.

Anything fun or tasty must be given tp immediately so that you will be healthier 
when you meet up with someone who displays an interest in clock towers and deer 
rifles. This is the rule.

Mike Shoemaker (postmailing)
There you are.
Shapes. I can’t for the life of ms make out people and animals from the 

constellations. The Big Dipper and the Little Dipper are the only constellations 
that make any visual sense to me. I think most of oer early constellation-namers 
had discovered hemp earlier than modern archeology would allow.

Coms to think of it, I used to grip the starring wheal a lot harder when chiving 
on water or ice, too. I’m sure that didn’t help a damn bit. Hort some, too.

Bill Bowers
I think the FLAP deadlines arc more regular than my phone calls, Bill. I’m not 

certain that, all personal calls taken together, I make more than one call every two 
months. Maybe on some bi-months, but probably zero on others. When you talk on tine 
horn all day long for a living, phoning doesn’t become an action to initiate for the 
fun of it. We can discuss thia in greater detail later. You can send me a fax.

”So, now it is that I work. It’s not all that I do. I’d like to think." 
Keeping working st that. Read the great philosophers.

I’ll cross my fingers for you on your August 7^ court data.

Dave Wixon
Hey, talking about winter is just fine. Looking out at it from a comfortable 

position is likewise. I just don’t wanna be up to my ass in it or use it as a 
setting for dodge-am bumper cars. Besides, tennis is too difficult in snowshoes.

I remember ana morning in Indian Lake, Nev; York, when I woke up and showered and 
had coffee and got crossed for a work assignment and bundled up with boots and a 
sweats' and □ heavy jacket and heavy gloves. Opened the front door to leave the 
house and encountered nothing but a sheer wall of snow that had ebifted in up to 
roof level. Stared at it for a minute, shut the door, and left a trail of boots and 
clothes and winterwear between the door and the bed I crawled back into.

So, with the squirrel bit you Figure that I just gave in to an out of character 
good guy’s natural instinct to hslp out the small and weak? Dr maybe it was just 
that I like squirrels end don’t much care for dogs. Then, too, I had this dont on 
the ebivor’s door and might just have been trying to pomd it out.

Bob Tucker
So that’s the story about the U'eat Chicago flood. Figures. We should have 

used bureaucrats to plug the hole.
Interlines. Christ, I published e million of thorn in AWRY, most by Cagle and 

Grannell and myself. Used to use them at the top of most every page, and the 
biggest problem with that was not having anough interlines. The second biggest 
problem was in creating them when the lardar was empty.

I don’t think tha kangaroos would have needed weapons to fight the Japanese. 
Kick them, stuff than in their pouches, and bring them back as prisoners of war, 
whore they would be taught onglish and exported to the U.S.A, to teach idiot 
Americans how to program their vers.

Lon Atkins



Someone in another apo criticized you Tor "expressing opinions" about the 
writing in the books you chose to review? What sort of strange people do they have 
over there in SFPA these days, Lon?

I’ve read Hoss Thomas, but found him a little too dispassionate with his lead 
character. "Ageless" and "close-mouthed” describes the lead character in OUT ON THE 
HIM, too. Joe Gores has lead characters wno are much the same, but his stories are 
more interesting and compensate better.

The book at hand is Grafton’s "I" IS FDR INNOCENT (courtesy of a volunteered and 
unsolicited loan from Nt'. BowersJ, so you- review was interesting. I’m only on page 
3G, with two impressions so far. The novel is octter than "H” IS FDR HOMICIDE, but 
then any Robert Moore Williams novel would be better than that one. The story is 
interesting enough, but the actual writing quality is the poorest I've scan From her 
in the entire series. I gather From you- review that it gets mucin better From 
here...

Highly recommended is the latest Joe Wambaugh novel, FUGITIVE NIGHTS. He 
outdoes the Female writers at creating a Female detective, does snappy dialog 
without letting it take over ths story like Robert B. Parker does, makas every 
supporting character as alive and as quirky as anything by Hiassen, and the story 
itself is a real charmer. Strap yourself to you- chair when you get to the golF 
tournament scene near ths end, or you might fall off and braak somathing. Best book 
I’ve read since Hiaasen's SKIN TIGHT, and in the interim I’ve read such goodies as 
Burke’s BLACK CHERRY BLUES, Lutz's FLAf-E, MacDonald's THE EXECUTIONERS, Parker's 
DOUBLE DEUCE, Five "Richard Stark” novels (received From some used bookstore hound 
on the West Coast, as I recall), Campbell’s SWEET LA-LA LAND, Sneckley’s LIVE GOLD 
(which was second best amongst this group of mysteries), and Hiassen’a other three 
novels.

Donny MacCallum
Blua corn tortillas. Had one the other day. First time I’d encountered such a 

thing. Looked exactly like the matting you put on the Floor before laying the 
carpet down. Fortunately it tasted just like a tortilla chip. Personally I like 
the white corn restaurant style; doesn’t visually Fake me out before I can get it 
into my mouth.

I remember, in grade school, having trouble distinguishing between stalactite 
and stalagmite. "C" for ceiling and "g" for ground sounds simpler 
than the way I learned. I remainder my father saying a stalagmite might have been a 
stalactite had ths calcium-laden water not clung tight to the ceiling. Cumbersome, 
but it worked...

Roger Sims
FLAPans will do. Dr, as Roy coined it, Flep.
I once discovered the "Near Perfect Margarita" during an extensive testing 

session bacK in the early -bo mid 70s. My Family was gone For the weekend so I got 
out all the glasses and cups and jam jars and lined them up on the kitchen table and 
around the countertops and out into the living room on top oF anything with a flat 
and level surface. I then took a jumbo note pad and dashed off a million versions 
of the basic ingredients. Arter all, you use lime or you use lomcn, and the only 
other difference is one of proportion. I sot tnese numbered slips of paper in Front 
of each glass/cup/jam jar, salted the rims of everything, and began mixing. The 
Final touch was a big container of crushed ice to add to each glass as I went along. 
The upshot, when I woke up late Sunday night, was an asterisk pencilled in on one of 
the rscsipes. A later resurrection of this receipe was disappointing, but a closer 
look at the problem disclosed that my memory had merely transposed numbers. Upon 
resurrecting the correct superlative reccipo when company was over, it was granted 
that the Near Perfect Margarita was done as Follows:



1
Tequila 
Triple Sec 
Lemon
Lime

I never did Find Pho Perfect Margarita, but I did Finally give up looking For 
it.

Wall, my car blew up. Your advice to paint a Five pointed etar on the door came 
too late. Thanks anyway. Those days I go to tine park only during rainy weather and 
cold days, tc avoid the hordes oF Fair-weather animal walkers and ghetto blaster 
enthusiasts. Right now, in summertime, ths park is only a noontime parking lot. 
Bumper-to-bumper. I usually wind up at Frischs vdth a window seat and cook on the 
table next to mo, or at Bold Star Chile in Mt. Adams with exactly the same setup. 
Or Curry and I go to the Mount Adama Bor S Grill on a Monday For their Italian 
Wadding Soup (lovely stuFF; neither of us have ever encountered it anywhere else).

The "BillTalk” segment oF the □ctocon/Ditto information is the damndest thing 
I’ve read in a Fanzine in a long time. What with his asthma difficulties, you 
wouldn’t think that Bill would be dole to smoke that much hemp. I think you should 
perform a power takeover, Roger, and write ell Future promo pieces For this upcoming 
convention...

□avid Hulan
Christ, another person on beta blockers. I think this is □ plot by the medical 

establishment to turn all their patients into walking vegetables (he said, popping 
another beta blocker because it’c that time oF day). Glad to hear the heartbeat 
problem didn’t amount to anything.

No particular comments this time, but things seem to be going reasonably well 
For you both From the sound oF it. Keep rolling that way.

BecOee Arthurs
They don’t charge anywhere near that much For such an E.R. visit out here. 

Paying two riundred bucks For a suture kit alone is the equivalent of the 
government’s five hundred buck toilet seat. And they wonder why people went the 
government to step in and take over ths health cars industry. The insurance 
companies and the H4Qs throw more paperwork at the doctors and try to roadblock them 
against using updated technology, and the doctors have to hire mare people and 
charge more to make ths same profits, and this game or tennis gets played until 
hardly anyone can afford health plan premiums. Nationalized healtn caro has its 
problems, but it works better than our system.

I’m still reading O'Rourke’s PARLIAMENT OF WHORES, and doubt I’ll buy another of 
his books. He’s alright in small doses, but he's a nasty son cF a bitch and just a 
bit too cutting for my taste. On the other hand, I loved Molly Ivins’ MOLLY IVINS' 
CAN’T SAT THAT, CAN SHE? Real style and wit and liumor, and she can get away with 
saying even worse things than O’Rourke...

Space Mountain. That’s that roller coaster ride in a dark closet.

Jodie Offutt
No specific comments on your touch-base zine, but enjoyed 

dinner at Dockside S Saturday night of Midwestcon. Actually, 
point where I enjoy that so much I'd be terribly disappointed 
skipping one...

the Four of 
I've gotten 
if we wound

us having 
to the

Marty Helgeson



Ara you kidding? The Eskimos really have only two words for snow: in "the air, 
and on the ground? I think someone is pulling our leg hare, possibly. Hall, skiers 
then have more words for the different types of snow. Mora terms, actually, with 
different descriptive words prefacing the word snow. Perhaps the Eskimos have more 
terms describing snow than any other group, and along the way that got misstated 
into their having mors "words". Reasonable, much more reasonable, than believing 
the story cams out of nowhere. It’s interesting enough that I'd be curious to hear 
the story, but haven’t tins vaguest idea where I could look for it...

D. Gary Grady
"short, fat, balding middle-aged mon." Well, at least I’m not balding, just 

graying. And I’m not middle-aged because I don’t really expect to live to be 38. I 
do hove this supposed sebaceous cyst that popped up just two inches under my right 
breast, but my internist wasn’t concerned. However, I keep finding myself rubbing 
it or otherwise ploying with it, and will likely have something done about it any 
day real soon now.

However, I digress. Your mole story cracked mo up. Hopefully I can now retire 
my mantle as king of the pain story writers and not ever have to write another one 
again. O' maybe just call you on the phone and provide story outlines.

Movie recommendation if you haven’t seen it yet (if you have, see it again): 
GRAND CANYON. Delightful. Has the feel of, but otherwise absolutely no 
relationship to, THE MILAGRO EEANFIELD WAR. Well dene and leaves you feeling good.

Carolyn Doyle
Talked with both Roa Chilson and Sam Long at Midwcstcon, neither of whom I had 

met before. Had a couple of good conversations with Rob, alone. Sam was at a table 
where several of us were having a good conversation, and when he dropped s few puns 
into the middle of the table we all began having a good time twitting him about it.

Enjoyed dinner with you guys the other night. Next time let’s pick the smoking 
section and sit directly under a fan. I don’t smoke while .non-smokers sat, 
anyway...

Dave Rowe
Jackie had strokes, not heart attacks. An important difference. The latter can 

effect one’s energy level for a large art project; the former can effect one’s 
artistic ability to do it at all. At least things turned out well, and you did en 
excellent job for Skel.

I tried to keep varying my name S address so I could track down the source of 
all this various junk mail we receive, but the affort lapsed and became only 
partially useful. Certainly it was to serve no purpose other than to satisfy a 
momentary curiosity.

Running out of time and room. Look forward to seeing you again at □ctocor. if 
not before.

Jackie Causgpovc
Welcome back, old shoe. This tine, 

didn't spot ths typos until everything 
the other one: fix a typo in one place 

Well, you were gone for two years.

and the DO, look good, though naturally we 
was printed. I think this computer is like 
and another pops out somewhere else.
All rested up now? I hope so...
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See you all in October, or as many of you as show up.
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